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1. Initial rquAtlonr , If a body is acted upon by the gravity forces and 
contains spinning masses (fly-wheels or llquld,clrculating In multiply con- 
nected cavities), then Its equations of motion are those shown in [l] which 
in the conventional notation [2] have the form 

Ap' = (B - C) qr + &r - h,q + e,r, - e3r2, 

(123. ABC, pqr) 
or in vector notation 

X’ = (x+ I)Xo +eXy, y’ = yxo 

Using the Integrals 

'120.x -e.y= I?, (x + X).y = k, y.y = I? 

we Can easily transform them [3] into 

e.[x' + ox (X -f- k)] = 0 

[x’ + mX (x + X)].[ex(, -j- L)] -t e.(x + X) (1/2o.x - E) = k 

[x’ + 0X(x + Iv)]‘-/-- (‘/,0.x-l!?)” = P 

y = (I/? 0.x - E) e-j- [x’+ ox (x+ h)]xe 

(1-l) 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

2. The oosu oi the UuI oi the ud.form rott.tlon. Let the angular velo- 
city vector be constant with respect to the body, 
x = const and from (1.3) 

u) = const , then also 

e.[OX (x+k)] = 0 (2.1) 

In Section 4 we shall Investigate the case 0 = or, while here we assume 
that 

w#me (2.2) 
hence, by (2.1) 

(2.3) 

where c and 6 are certain constants. Substituting (2.3) in (l.l), we 
obtain 

exv = B bxe), or y=pe+fi(coxe)Xe 
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We define the constant u from the last equation in (1.2) and obtain 

y = (oxe)xe + e I/r2 - p2 [(oxe)xe12 (2.4) 

showing that the vector y 
(1.1) yxo= 0 . 

Is also constant with respect to the body and by 
We conclude that the axis of rotation must be vertical 

r 

By (2.4) and (2.5) we have thaYt=%" 

@ + r/o) 0 = Q3o.e -J; dr2 - f3” I(oxe)xe12~ e 

(2.5) 

B (2.2) this is only possible when 8 = - ~/UI ; 
(2.37 

substituting this in 
, we obtain 

x + A= ao - (r/0) e, or 0 x (X + X) = (r/0) (exe) 

Dot multiplying the last equation In (2.6) by A , we find 

(2.6) 

X.(0xx)=(r/0)0.(li,xe) (2.7) 

In the coordinate system fixed In the body Equations (2.1) and (2.7) 
determine surfaces whose Intersection is the dlrectrix curve of the cone of 
axes of uniform rotation. When X - 0 this cone becomes the cone 
e.(oXx)=O (Staude[4]). 

3. Eqwtlonr of the oono In thn prlnolpal ooordlnetr axon. We shall 
write (2.1) and (2.7) in the form 

(B - C) e,qr + (C - A) e2rp + (A - B) egq P 
d (hj, - h2e3) p -t (he, - k) q + 0+2el - ale21 r = 0 

l(B - C) h,qr + (C - A~??P + (A - B) % ml V/p” 4- ? + 9 9 
?e, - h,e,) q + (h e, - Ir-,e,) rl r = 0 d- l(a2ea - be,) P + 

Both these surfaces are at 

62e2 - h2e2) P + 

The asymptotic cone of the 

(B - C) e,qr + 

The asymptotic cone of the 

the origin tangent to the plane 

(he, - k) 4 + (h2el - &Jr = 0 

surface (3.1) Is the cone of Staude 

(C - A) e,rp + (A - B) e,pq = 0 

surface (3.2) Is described by Equation 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3 4) 

(B - C) h,qr + (C - A) h,rp + (A - B) h, pq = 0 

The form o,f the surface (3.1) Is determined by 

a1 a2 a, 
I, = e,e,e, (B - C) (C - A) (A - B), I, = el e2 % 

Ae, Be, Ce, 
(3.5) 

when IIIa#O, then (3.1) becomes the equation of one sheet of a hyper- 
boloid; in the case when I!# 0 , 1s = 0 becomes the equation of a cone; 
when I,- 0 , but I # 0, then (3.1) becomes the equation of a hyperbolic 
paraboloid, and flna ly when I,- 0 and Ia= 0 then (3.1) determines two 9. 
planes. In the case when XI )ia the plane ( .3) vanishes. In addition 
both these planes coincide with the cone (3.4 7 . 

Instead of (3.2) we can consider the surface 

0 (B - Cl elqr + (C - A) wp + (A - B) em 
-5:- 

r (B - c) k7r + (c - 4 a,v + (A - B) a, pq (3.6) 

Let us consider the following method of Investigating the cone of the 
axes of uniform rotation . We shall set p= oEl, q = af2, r = CA&. Obviously 
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51” + 423 + t33 = 1 

Equations (3.1) and (3.6) give 

a= -r (B - f-2 el%p%s -I- (C - 4 e,%a%l -I- (A - B) esSIEa 
@ - Cl h%s%s + fC - 4 &%&I + f.4 - Bf a,%,%, 

(3.i) 

(3.8) 

Hence 
[(B - C) el%s%s -I- (C - A) es%s%r + (A - B) es%l%alaI’ + 

+ I@ - C) al%z%s + (C - A) &%bl + (-4 - B) &%l%J l&e, - Asea) Er f (3.9) 

+ &h -&es) Es + &es - &eJ Es1 = 0 

Equation (3.9) determines on the unit sphere (3.7) the line of intersec- 
tion of this sphere with the cone of the axes of uniform rotation (*). 

We shall show a coorddnate system which can be useful d.n the investigation 
of cones of the axes of permanent rotation. The unit vectors of this system 
are 

exk 
al = - 

h ’ a2 = e, 
ss = (e x A) x e 

h 

Let x be the angle between e and X , then 

1 = h (se Cos x + s3 sin X) (3.10) 

We shall substitute (3.lO)and the vectors 

0 = olsl foe+ 4 09~~ x = zlal f a+, + z3a3 

(besides xi = Ailal-& Aie@n$_ Ai,@s) in (2.1) and (2.7) 

(Aas - A,J 0 1~s + ~~~ (~~2 - 6Q) + Az301~a - &o,~, - ko, sin x = 0 

[(gee -&)o,w, + A,l(@ -02~) +Aa.vWh - Aia‘Ws - 

---holcOsx] I/o,a+to8~+oy2+ J&= 0 

4. 9h0 0mOW OOOO O=oe. In this case by (1.1) we have 

y=ae+o (x+X) (4.1) 

The quantity (I is determined from (1.2) 

a2 + Zaoe.(x + A) +02(x + X)2 = P 

and is constant. Consequently the vector y is a constant and in this 
case we have y = re . Hence by (4.1) we have or in terms of 
the principal axes 

x+ L= ye, 

oAe, - vez + h, = 0 (ABC, 123) (4.2) 

In the general 

and v, we f lnd that rl- 0 , where r. is given by 

case this oondltion mean8 that a uniform rotation of a 

*) For the case u) - con& V.N.Drofa C5] Introduced a redundant requirement 
that the coefficients of the corresponding equatlona should be proportional. 
Consequently, he concluded erroneously that a heavy gyrostat has In a gene- 
ral ease only one axis of uniform rotation. A. Anchev [: 6 and 73 m&de the 
same mistake. 
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body about an axis through the center of gravity 1s possible under the condl- 
tlon that the vector X Is ln the Diane of the axis of rotatldn and of the 
normal to the ellipsoid of Inertia passing through the point of In&section 
of the elipsold with the axis of rotation. In particular, If the center of 
gravity Is ln one of the principal axes then by (4.2) we have 
A,= aa= 0 , which means that the vector ,"a=sz;lz ie directed along this 
principal axis. The magnitude of the angular velocity can be In this case 
completely ar%ltrary. 
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